Six nonverbal, autistic boys (ages 6 to 11) were studied to assess what was learned when signs and spoken words were presented simultaneously. The boys were taught to discriminate among several available objects when given commands consisting of simultaneously signed and spoken object labels. Each of the six children mastered all of the discriminations that were taught. Results showed that the children varied in the extent to which they attended to the spoken words used during training. For two of the six children correct discriminative responding had been controlled solely by the signs, while spoken words had remained nonfunctional. A pretraining test of verbal imitation ability was accurate in predicting the extent to which each child would attend to both modalities. Extensive figures and charts supplement the text. (Author/PHM)
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The present study was designed to systematically assess what is learned when signs and spoken words are presented simultaneously in teaching autistic children to comprehend sign language. Six non-verbal, autistic boys were taught to discriminate among several available objects when given commands consisting of simultaneously signed and spoken object labels. Each of the six children mastered all of the discriminations that were taught. Post-training assessment probes revealed that all six children successfully attended to the signs presented during training. However, the children varied in the extent to which they attended to the spoken words used during training. For two of the six children, correct discriminative responding had been controlled solely by the signs, while the spoken words had remained non-functional. A pre-training test of verbal imitation ability was accurate in predicting the extent to which each child would attend to both modalities used during simultaneous communication training. The results of this study suggest that sign language is a viable communication system for autistic children. They can be taught to understand signs, but for some children, the addition of spoken words along with the signs provides no additional cues for learning.
Almost all reported studies of sign language training with autistic children have used a teaching method called simultaneous communication, in which signs and spoken words are presented together during training. Research on the perceptual anomalies of autistic children, especially evidence of overselectivity in the presence of multiple stimuli, suggests that a multisensory teaching approach, like simultaneous communication, may not be appropriate for all autistic children learning sign language. The present study was designed to systematically assess what is learned when signs and spoken words are presented simultaneously in teaching autistic children to comprehend sign language.
SIX NON-VERBAL, AUTISTIC MALES, AGES 6 - 11, WERE TAUGHT TO DISCRIMINATE AMONG SEVERAL AVAILABLE OBJECTS WHEN GIVEN COMMANDS CONSISTING OF SIMULTANEOUSLY SIGNED AND SPOKEN OBJECT LABELS. FOR EXAMPLE, THE SIGNS FOR 'TOUCH COMB' WOULD BE ACCOMPANIED BY THE SPOKEN WORDS 'TOUCH COMB' IN THE PRESENCE OF A FOUR OBJECT ARRAY, E.G., COMB, PENCIL, SOAP AND CUP. SIX SUCCESSIVE SETS, EACH CONTAINING FOUR OBJECTS, WERE TAUGHT TO EACH CHILD. FOR THREE OF THE SIX CHILDREN, TRAINING WAS CONDUCTED USING A MULTIPLE BASELINE EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN.

EACH OF THE SIX CHILDREN MASTERED ALL OF THE DISCRIMINATIONS THAT WERE TAUGHT. FOLLOWING MASTERY OF EACH SET, STIMULUS CONTROL ASSESSMENTS WERE CONDUCTED TESTING EACH CHILD'S RESPONSE TO THE JUST-TRAINED OBJECTS, USING SIGNED-ONLY (VISUAL PROBES) AND SPOKEN-ONLY (AUDITORY PROBES) COMMANDS. THESE POST-TRAINING ASSESSMENT PROBES REVEALED THAT 1) ALL SIX CHILDREN ATTENDED TO THE SIGNS PRESENTED DURING TRAINING AND 2) FOR TWO OF THE SIX CHILDREN, CORRECT RESPONDING DURING TRAINING HAD BEEN CONTROLLED SOLELY BY THE SIGNS, WHILE THE SPOKEN WORDS REMAINED NON-FUNCTIONAL.

A PRE-TEST OF VERBAL IMITATION ABILITY, GIVEN PRIOR TO ANY TRAINING, WAS ACCURATE IN PREDICTING THE EXTENT TO WHICH EACH CHILD WOULD ATTEND TO BOTH MODALITIES USED DURING SIMULTANEOUS COMMUNICATION TRAINING. EACH CHILD'S PERCENTAGE OF CORRECT VERBAL IMITATION CORRELATED POSITIVELY WITH HIS ATTENTION TO THE
SPOKEN WORDS USED DURING TRAINING, AS MEASURED BY HIS AVERAGE PERCENTAGE OF CORRECT RESPONDING TO SPOKEN-ONLY COMMANDS DURING POST-TRAINING AUDITORY PROBE SESSIONS ($r = .92, p < .05$). The two children who relied primarily on the signs during training responded correctly to only 21.7% and 24.6% of the auditory probe trials. Each had imitated on only 24% of the verbal imitation test trials. Two children, whose average correct responding during auditory probes was 60% and 77.5%, had imitated correctly on 52% and 60% of the verbal imitation test trials, respectively. The last two children, who came to attend equally well to both signs and spoken words during training, had imitated on 72% and 100% of the verbal imitation test trials.

NOTE: Only partial post-training probe data is reported for two of the children who became unavailable prior to the completion of the study.
CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study suggest that sign language is a viable communication system for autistic children. These children can be taught to understand signs which are presented to them. However, not all children may respond to the same teaching method. We found that these autistic children varied in their ability to attend to, and thus benefit from, both the signs and the spoken words, when they were presented together during training. For some children, the addition of spoken words along with the signs provides no additional learning cues. In other words, for these children, acquisition of the receptive sign language discriminations was the result of visual discriminations which were learned on the basis of the signs presented, but not auditory discriminations based upon the simultaneously presented spoken labels. Simultaneous communication, for these autistic children, may be no more beneficial than the simple presentation of signs alone, and may actually be less effective. We were able to predict, on the basis of a simple diagnostic test of ability to imitate verbal stimuli, which children are most likely to benefit from the additional information provided by simultaneous communication. This predictive ability is valuable in the development of individualized language training curricula which take advantage of each child's attentional strengths.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT</th>
<th>AGE</th>
<th>M.A.</th>
<th>PRE-TRAINING TEST OF VERBAL IMITATION: % CORRECT</th>
<th>POST-TRAINING AUDITORY PROBES: AVERAGE % CORRECT (AVERAGE FOR 6 SETS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M.L.</td>
<td>11-2</td>
<td>5-1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J.M.</td>
<td>9-9</td>
<td>5-4</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.G.</td>
<td>6-14-4</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>60.6*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T.G.</td>
<td>8-6</td>
<td>4-7</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>77.5*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L.L.</td>
<td>11-5</td>
<td>4-8</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>90.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.D.</td>
<td>8-8</td>
<td>4-9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>90.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( r = .92, p < .05 \)

This table clearly shows the positive correlation between each child's score on a pre-training test of verbal imitation and his attention to the auditory component of simultaneously signed and spoken commands during subsequent training. This attention is measured by the child's correct responding during the post-training auditory probes. This relationship is independent of the children's chronological or mental age.

*Figures based on partial data - 4 sets for M.G. and 3 sets for T.G.*
MULTIPLE BASELINE TRAINING DATA

FIGURES 1 THROUGH 3

To demonstrate the efficacy of our specific training procedures, three of the six children were taught the discriminations among the objects in the first three sets utilizing a multiple baseline experimental design. In this design, each child's ability to identify the objects within each set was tested prior to training on set 1. Following training on set 1, the child's performance on each of the three sets was tested again, and so on until all of the sets had been trained.

These graphs demonstrate that, for each child, correct responding to the objects within a set remained at a chance level until training (designated by the broken line) for that particular set was completed. Exposure to the objects alone through repeated baseline testing did not, in any case, result in the learning of the object discrimination. Thus, we conclude that our specific training procedures, including prompting, fading of those prompts, stimulus rotation, and differential reinforcement, were successful in teaching each of the children all of the discriminations.
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STIMULUS CONTROL ASSESSMENTS - AUDITORY AND VISUAL PROBES

FIGURES 4 THROUGH 9

HAVING DEMONSTRATED THAT OUR TRAINING PROCEDURES DID RESULT, IN EVERY CASE, IN MASTERY OF THE OBJECT DISCRIMINATIONS, WE SOUGHT TO DETERMINE WHICH COMPONENT OF THE SIMULTANEOUSLY SIGNED AND SPOKEN TRAINING COMMANDS HAD COME TO CONTROL EACH CHILD’S CORRECT RESPONDING.

AFTER TEACHING EACH CHILD A SET OF DISCRIMINATIONS USING BOTH SIGNS AND SPOKEN WORDS, WE TESTED THEIR PERFORMANCE ON THE SAME SET OF OBJECTS, USING SIGNED-ONLY AND SPOKEN-ONLY COMMANDS IN VISUAL AND AUDITORY PROBES. EACH CHILD’S PERCENT CORRECT RESPONDING TO THESE STIMULUS CONTROL PROBES IS SHOWN IN THE ADJOINING GRAPHS. THE OPEN BARS REPRESENT PERFORMANCE PRIOR TO TRAINING FOR THE PARTICULAR SET, AND THE DARKENED BARS REPRESENT PROBE PERFORMANCE IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING TRAINING.

NOTE THAT ALL OF THE CHILDREN RESPONDED QUITE ACCURATELY TO THE SIGNED-ONLY (VISUAL PROBE) COMMANDS, WHILE THE EXTENT TO WHICH EACH CHILD ATTENDED TO THE SPOKEN-ONLY (AUDITORY PROBE) COMMANDS VARIED. ATTENTION TO SPOKEN-ONLY COMMANDS WAS POSITIVELY CORRELATED WITH THE CHILD’S PERFORMANCE ON A VERBAL IMITATION TEST GIVEN PRIOR TO THE BEGINNING OF ANY TRAINING. EACH CHILD’S PERCENTAGE OF CORRECT IMITATION IS LISTED ON HIS GRAPH.
FIGURE 4

M.L. (Verbal Imitation Score = 24%)

A: Auditory Presentation (Words Only)  □: Prior to training sign and word
V: Visual Presentation (Signs Only)  ■: After training sign and word
FIGURE 5

J.M. (Verbal Imitation Score = 24%)

A: Auditory Presentation (Words Only)
V: Visual Presentation (Signs Only)
□: Prior to training sign and word
■: After training sign and word
FIGURE 6

A.D. (Verbal Imitation Score = 100%)

A: Auditory Presentation (Words Only)  ■: Prior to training sign and word
V: Visual Presentation (Signs Only)    □: After training sign and word
FIGURE 7

(Auditory Presentation (Words Only) □: Prior to training sign and word
Visual Presentation (Signs Only) ■: After training sign and word
FIGURE 8

M. G. (Verbal Imitation Score = 52%)

A: Auditory Presentation (Words Only)  □: Prior to training sign and word
V: Visual Presentation (Signs Only)  ■: After training sign and word
FIGURE 9

T.G. (Verbal Imitation Score = 56%)

T: Percent Correct

Set 1

A: Auditory Presentation (Words Only)  □: Prior to training sign and word
V: Visual Presentation (Signs Only)  ■: After training sign and word